
Montgomery County Chapter of the 
Maryland State Child Care Association 

 
AGENDA 

9/27/2018 
8:15am to 9am, MCCCRRC Rockville   

 
 

I. Introductions (5 minutes) 
 

II. Officer Elections and Scheduling Discussion Office of Child Care: 
Leadership Update (10 minutes) 

 
III. Office of Child Care (10 minutes) 

 
a. Regulation Changes and Draft Letter 
b. Other OCC Issues 

 
IV. Kirwan Commission Update (5 minutes) 

 
V. HHS Cost of Care Study and MMF efforts (5 minutes) 

 
VI. Other issues (10 minutes) 
 



Associations Meeting with Jenn Nizer & 

Steven Hicks 9/18/18 
(go to MoCoMSCCA.org to see any of the attachments or linked documents) 

Introductions 

SEIU, MFN, MHSA, MSFCCA, MDNAEYC, OCCD, MSCCA, Jenn Nizer and Steven Hicks 

Progress on the List of Areas where we requested improvements (See Attached) 

• Communications- 

o Lou and Jenn have been going around to the licensing regional offices and talking 

about vision, new newsletter and Tuesday Tidbits 

o Feedback and partnerships - doing the Associations meeting and will have other 

meetings with provider groups on a case by case basis where appropriate 

• Personnel Qualification Evaluations  

o continuously reminding specialists to get them done timely 

o there is a back log and trying to catch up 

o OCC is uncertain about what to do when it takes a long time but acknowledges it 

needs to do something  

o talked about centralizing it, but first needs to centralize the fingerprinting 

o will discuss with Lou (Licensing Branch Chief) about whether they should issue 

variances when PQE’s are taking too long 

o unlike last year, OCC would not currently give a time frame of when we should 

expect to get PQE’s back; MSCCA noted that this is something we need to have 

in regulation or legislation as it causes problems for programs to operate when 

they need to hire new staff 

• OCC trying to narrow what a compliance and non-compliance is - don’t want it to be a 

“gotcha” and gotten good feedback from specialists who agree that they don’t want to 

feel the need to issue non-compliances 

• Regions updating their orientations for new providers and having roundtables - directed 

to get it on their website when they will occur; also have an online orientation to help 

new providers review; it is not in regulation, but will be requiring a face to face 

orientation meeting; want it to be the foundation for the licensing relationship; will be 

doing some roundtables at night and on the weekends 

• Upcoming Regulation Changes 

o new regs are still being worked on by Attorney General’s office and maybe will 

be out for public comment by October 

o OCC took our input and changed Health & Safety from a pre-service training to 

give 90 days from the date of hire 

o New regulation still requires the H&S training by July 1, 2018;  

/s/iatjsiler1vpbtot5bzmrhn4nixgky


o OCC is very resistant to changing it at this point despite strong opposition to 

precedent of putting something in regulation without officially giving enough 

time to take it;  

o may take it back and look at whether to do 6 months to a year to officially give 

time for providers to take it  

• Technology upgrades- looking at Pennsylvania at their system; have a good system for 

both licensing and for subsidy; would take some time and funding to get it implemented, 

but it could make things work much more efficiently  

• Training - many problems in the past with the training office and losing trainers and lost 

capacity for getting training done; OCC has substantially improved it but it has yet to 

bring back the number of trainers we had in the past 

• Monitoring subsidy spending -  

o on MSDE website, data tab at the top, dashboards, updated now through 

February;  

o was being done by RESI which is gone;  

o OCC is monitoring it more closely and would be very surprised if it is underspent 

this year as in years past 

o trying to get the word out to families and discussing how to best communicate 

o looking at the subsidy reimbursement amounts frequently and trying to determine 

if they can accelerate the increase  

o OCC understands that it may be better to make the program sought after and 

helpful to parents even if it ends up creating a wait list and/or freezing income 

levels; increase the amount of the subsidy and if it uses all of the funds, advocacy 

groups can lobby the State for more funding  

• Fingerprinting can be reimbursed for current employees of programs if submitted by Nov 

1, 2018 

• Discussion about gathering data, tracking kids from birth, requiring standardized 

assessments for all ages, looking to see how student progress is impacted; but shouldn’t 

we be focusing more on getting all children into safe environments first? (many differing 

views on this)  

• Making progress on communication about back payments and providers  

• Oct 1, all parents will get new subsidy vouchers with the newest rates and co-pays; 

providers won’t have to re-receipt it; providers would like it to also clarify that each 

program might also charge a differential in addition to the the co-pay - OCC will look 

into it 

• PAU’s - associations and organizations need to get approvals before giving out PAU’s; 

can’t go to repeated roundtables and can’t be for things like decorating for events; needs 

to be professional; Providers asked for a more detailed meeting on this as this could be a 

substantial change and some things which seem minor can be for community 

involvement, conferences and other important efforts; Also, roundtables could be on 

different topics and OCC is not sure whether it will allow them or not  

• Doubling the training for Conduent to 2x a year; will rebid the contract soon and will 

want an early childhood background for the people doing the work so they understand 

more about credentialing and subsidy 

• EXCELS 



o Do we need to revise EXCELS standards? Will talk to stakeholders; be thinking 

about what changes we would like to see. OCC seems resistant to rating programs 

differently who have infants and toddlers or who have after school programs - 

want all to have degrees. Hopefully, we can make progress during a separate 

EXCELS meeting 

o Don’t want to see a large drop in providers, but are seeing this now in Family 

Care providers; why is this happening? Lack of resources; rising costs; workforce 

aging out of the profession; ECE not attractive option for younger workers  

Communications and Social Media 

• Discussed concerns that providers are sharing incorrect information on social media such 

as the Facebook groups 

• Providers from the Associations said they are trying to put out the accurate information 

whenever possible 

• Discussed that providers just want to know the answers to their questions and Social 

Media has become a helpful resource. If OCC continues to improve its communication, 

gives providers the ability to find definitive answers, and improves consistency and 

accuracy of the information licensing specialists provide, providers could rely less on 

word of mouth. But often that’s the only way we learn things (latest round of new forms, 

for example, I only knew about from word of mouth; that shouldn’t be the case) 

• OCC will look into putting a Q&A section into the newsletter or perhaps on Social Media 

(Jenn also seemed open to providers asking her questions directly on her Facebook page)  

Death & Serious Injury -  

• guidance from Feds that CCDF funding be denied from any program that has a death or 

serious injury  

• OCC is looking at how to implement this and asked for feedback 

• Possibly would need to be negligence on behalf of the provider PLUS not taking 

immediate corrective action (so if a staff member is responsible for the death or injury 

and you terminate them, you would be ok). Providers asked whether it could be a 

standard of intentional behavior (you meant to injure the child) or gross negligence (more 

than just a simple mistake) 

Kirwan Commission 

• Did not get to talk much about it, but MSCCA submitted a letter to the Commission 

raising concerns on many of the issues (See Attached) 
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